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Overview 
The system records employee clocking times and calculates the hours to pay based on the 

rules you supply.  

The Daily Rule forms the basis for this calculation and describes how you want to apply 

breaks, overtime and rounding calculations for a particular day's clockings. You can design 

as many different Daily Rules as you need. For instance, you would have one Daily Rule for 

an 8AM to 5PM working day and another for an 8AM to 12PM day. 

Daily Rules are then combined into a Work Schedule or a Rota.  

A Work Schedule describes a pattern of Daily Rules that repeats over time, usually over a 

period of a week but the period can be set to any number of days up to 400. 

The Rota allows you to set up each employee's future Daily Rule for any day by comparison 

with other members of a Group. 

See the Using the Rota document for more information on how to use Work Schedules to 

populate the Rota. This saves you hours of scheduling if your employees work patterns but 

you need to edit that pattern in advance sometimes. This can also be used when 

employees work different hours in the summer compared to the winter for example, or 

you need to program in bulk changes in shift pattern in advance. This can include pre-

authorisation of overtime. 

You can also specify Weekly Rules to apply at the end of a week specifically to adjust 

Overtime calculations on a weekly basis. 
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Daily Rules 
You can find the Daily Rules by using the Schedules 

drop down menu at the top of the screen or the T&A 

link in the bottom left hand corner of the screen. 

 

 

 

Once there you can see the Cost Centre folders if you 

have Cost Centres in use and clicking on the folders 

then shows the Daily Rules available. 

 

 

Once you have the basic settings set up for Rounding 

and Breaks on one rule the quickest way to create new rules 

is to Duplicate from an existing one. Do this by selecting the 

Rule you wish to duplicate by clicking on it and then use the 

Duplicate button to create a copy. Use the New button to the 

left if you need a clean rule with no setting in it. 

Enter a New Short Code and Name and edit any 

values that are different like the Start and End 

Times. Remember to make sure you change the 

Auto Allocate times if you have changed the Start 

Time. See here for more information. 

You can specify as many different Daily Rules as you need. Each rule has a short code which 

appears against each day's clockings on an employee's timesheet. The Name is any free 

text you desire, but you will find it useful if you include the Start and End times. This text 

appears in the Timesheet status window when you hover the mouse pointer over the Daily 

Rule short code.  

 

 

The Start and End times are the normal shift times before any overtime is worked and are 

used to generate clocking Infringements for Late In and Early Out. 
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General Tab 

 

General: You can set the Target Hours for each shift and the rate for them. If the employee 

fails to meet the target hours an exception will be generated. 

Shifts over Midnight: For any shift, but particularly relevant to shifts that span midnight, 

you can elect to pay the hours on the first day or the second day. 

Auto Allocate: When you design an employee's Work Schedule you can specify several 

Daily Rules that could be worked on a day. For instance, a shift worker may work 

08:0016:00, 16:00-24:00, or 00:00-08:00. In this case you would programme all 3 Daily 

Rules for each working day and let the system automatically allocate one of the 3 Daily 

Rules depending on when the employee clocks in. In the example above, if the employee 

clock IN between 06:00 and 10:00 he/she will be put onto this shift. If several Daily Rules 

are set up with overlapping Auto Allocate bands, the system chooses the one with the 

nearest clocking time to the normal shift start. If no Daily Rules can be allocated, the 

system will use the Default Daily Rule. 

Auto Clock Out: Selecting this option allows the employee to clock onto a Daily Rule and 

have the system automatically clock him/her out. In operation, if the employee is still 

clocked IN at a time equivalent to the Normal Shift End plus the Maximum Overtime 

allowed at the end of the shift, the system will mark him/her as clocking out at the Normal 

Shift End.  

Daily Rule Details: This is a free text memo field that is initialised with the date the rule 

was created and by whom. You can use it to record reasons and dates of changes.  

Open Shifts: If you wish to 'pay by the hour' i.e. not have a fixed Start and End Time, set 

the Start Time to 00:00 and the End Time to 24:00.  
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Standard Hours: When Booking Absences you can elect to Book Hours from Schedule. In 

this case the number of hours booked are the Standard Hours from the Daily Rule. The 

Rate used when booking on the Calendar or Availability screen will be the Standard Rate. 

Rota Standard Hours/Calculated: If you are using the Rota to schedule employees to Daily 

Rules, the Rota and Cost Variance report will show you the number of hours planned. You 

can choose to use the Standard Hours or have the system apply all the rules specified by 

the Daily Rule by carrying out a full calculation. This latter method will be needed if you 

simply specify the Start and Finish time of working on the Rota.  

Flex Deduct Hours: If the employee is allocated to a Flexitime Group this is the contracted 

hours for this Daily Rule. If the employee does not work flexitime, this parameter can be 

ignored. 

Shifts over Midnight: For any shift, but particularly relevant to shifts that span midnight, 

you can elect to pay the hours on the first day or the second day. See more here. 

Exclude Break Clockings: Causes the system to ignore all clockings other than the First IN 

and Last OUT.  

Cost Centre: If you have set up Cost Centres in the System Setup | Cost Centre tab, you can 

allocate a Daily Rule to a Cost Centre. Multiple cost centres can be set on one Daily Rule so 

that you don’t have to create multiple rules with exactly the same parameters just to 

record time at different Cost Centres. This option has to be turned on if required, please 

contact Chronologic Support if this is required. 
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Auto Allocate: When you design an employee's Work Schedule you can specify several 

Daily Rules that could be worked on a day. For instance, a shift worker may work 

08:0016:00, 16:00-24:00, or 00:00-08:00. In this case you would programme all 3 Daily 

Rules for each working day and let the system automatically allocate one of the 3 Daily 

Rules depending on when the employee clocks in. In the example above, if the employee 

clock IN between 06:00 and10:00 he/she will be put onto this shift. If several Daily Rules 

are set up with overlapping Auto Allocate bands, the system chooses the one with the 

nearest clocking time to the normal shift start. If no Daily Rules can be allocated, the 

system will use the Default Daily Rule. 

Auto Clock Out: Selecting this option allows the employee to clock onto a Daily Rule and 

have the system automatically clock him/her out. In operation, if the employee is still 

clocked IN at a time equivalent to the Normal Shift End plus the Maximum Overtime 

allowed at the end of the shift, the system will mark him/her as clocking out at the Normal 

Shift End.  

Daily Rule Details: This is a free text memo field that is initialised with the date the rule 

was created and by whom. You can use it to record reasons and dates of changes.  

Open Shifts: If you wish to 'pay by the hour' i.e. not have a fixed Start and End Time, set 

the Start Time to 00:00 and the End Time to 24:00. 
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Business Clocking 

To use Business Clocking it must first be enabled in the System Setup Menu: 

 

This will cause the Business Clocking dialogue to appear on the Daily Rule Setup Screen: 

 

Use Business Clocking to show that the employee is clocking in or out but leaving (or 

arriving) on business. The Daily Rule will then pay the employee the Business Clocking 

Times you setup in this screen. 
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To make a business clocking, the employee presses a button on the terminal before they 

clock. This varies between terminal types, but in the HRX3000 for example, the F1 key is 

for a BUSINESS IN clocking, the F2 key is for a BUSINESS OUT clocking. 

Examples: 

Gavin Edwards clocks in at 13:00 as a BUSINESS IN because he has been to an off site 

meeting in the morning. His Timesheet will allocate him working hours as if he had begun 

his working day at 09:00. 

Gavin clocks out at 11:30 as a BUSINESS OUT clocking for another meeting. The system will 

allocate him hours as if he was working the whole day. 

The Timesheet will show the Business Clocking, and can be edited as normal. 

 

The Fire Report will show a true reflection of the employee's whereabouts - so while they 

are included as being 'at work' when they are clocked out for business, they are not 

considered 'on site' for Fire Reporting. 

Overtime-1 Tab 

the system gives you up to 8 time bands for a 24 hour period and lets you specify the rates 

of pay (1 to 6 Pro, 1 to 40 Enterprise) for each of the time bands. You can also specify a 

minimum time that must be worked to accrue any hours in that band. 

You can specify bands in any order although you will find it easier to read the rules if you 

keep the bands in time order. the system will not allow you to programme overlapping 

time bands. Hours worked at times that are not programmed will not be paid. 

If you need to show a number of hours at Shift Allowance then this can be achieved either 

using the Bonus tab or scripting. Contact Chronologic support for more information if 

required. 
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In the example above, the shift pays at Rate 1 from 09:00 to 17:00.  

Time worked after the shift ends will be paid at Rate 2 up to a maximum of 2 hours and 

must be at least 1 hour in duration. 

If employees can start work a bit late and you don’t want Target exceptions to show you 

can record all the time in Overtime-1 as Basic and then use Overtime-2 to overflow into 

Overtime or Unauthorised Overtime after the correct number of hours have been accrued. 

Overtime-2 Tab 

 

Use Overtime-2 to program the system to allocate overtime to hours worked after a set 

number of hours, rather than at set times of the day. 

The example shows how you would set up a shift to pay the first 12 hours at rate 1, then 

up to 8 more hours at rate 2, then 8 more at 3 and so on. 
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Overtime-2 can be used in conjunction with Overtime-1, with Overtime-1 being calculated 

first. 

NB:  When you create a new Daily Rule, Overtime-2 will be set up with rate 1 flowing to 

rate 1, Rate 2 to Rate 2 etc, which causes Overtime-2 to have no effect. Be aware that 

when you clone a Daily Rule, the Overtime-2 settings will be copied from the old rule to 

the new rule, so you may need to check and adjust the settings. 

Making Edits and Overtime-2 

Normally, edits to Times or Hours on a timesheet take precedence over calculated values. 

However, in certain circumstances this is not desirable and the System | System Setup | 

General tab option 'Add Edits Before Overtime-2' controls this.  

Take, as an example a case where: 

 Hours worked up to 07:00 hours is paid at the basic rate 

 Hours worked over 07:00 is paid at Overtime 

In the timesheet segment below, the employee working a 9 to 5 rule has had an afternoon 

holiday of 04:00 hours booked but has worked a 'long' morning. Overtime 2 is calculated, 

then the edit is applied, resulting in a total of 9 hours being paid at basic. To make matters 

a little more complex, the system has also reduce the hours worked by 1 hour because the 

employee didn't clock out at lunchtime, and the Daily Rule is set to assume a one hour 

break in this instance. 

 

Add Edits Before Overtime-2 unticked 

In the segment below, the edit is applied first, adding the 4 hours holiday to the 5 hours 

worked giving 9 hours. Then the Overtime-2 rule is applied and the 9 hours is split into 7 

basic and 3 overtime. The 4:00 Holiday is shown for information and is not added into the 

total for the week. 

   

 

Add Edits Before Overtime-2 ticked 
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Rounding Tab 

 

When an employee clocks IN, he/she is allowed to be late by the number of 'Grace' 

minutes (you can set this to zero). If this Grace Time is exceeded the employee is deemed 

late and the IN time is adjusted forward to the nearest Increment time.  

In a similar way, Grace Out allows an employee to clock OUT a few minutes early before 

docking extra time for early departure. 

For example, if the Grace IN time is set to 3 (minutes) and the Increment IN is set to 15 

(minutes): 

Clock IN at 09:03 will be adjusted back to 09:00 (3 minutes late arrival allowed). 

Clock IN at 09:04 will be adjusted forward to 09:15 (11 minutes deducted for excessive late 

arrival). 

Clock IN at 08:55 will be adjusted forward to 09:00 (In time 'rounded' to quarter of an 

hour) 

Similarly, if Grace OUT is set to 5 (minutes) and Increment OUT is set to 10 (minutes): 

Clock OUT at 16:55 will be adjusted to 17:00 (up to 5 minutes leaving early allowed). 

Clock OUT at 16:54 will be adjusted to 16:50 (10 minutes deducted for excessive early 

leaving). 
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Clock OUT at 17:03 will be adjusted to 17:00 (OUT time 'rounded' to ten minutes) 

If you do not want to allow any Grace time, set Grace to 0. 

If you do not want to apply rounding, set the Increment to 0. 

Double Deduct: If you tick the 'Double Deduct' box, the employee is doubly penalised for 

being late during the time band. Not only is the IN clocking rounded but the number of 

minutes late is also deducted. For instance, with 3 minutes Grace and 15 minutes Rounding 

the following results will be achieved with 'Double Deduct': 

09:02 rounds to 09:00 

09:04 rounds to 09:19 

09:10 rounds to 09:25 

It follows that you will need to ensure Double Deduct is turned off in the period before the 

Normal Start Time. 

The Rounding is set up as a part of each Daily Rule. You can set up to 4 time bands per day 

for IN and OUT times to allow different rules around normal Start and Finish times and 

break times. Any times not included in a Rounding Band are not subject to Rounding. Don't 

forget you can 'Clone' Daily Rules so you don't have to set up every parameter whenever 

you create a new rule. 

When you hover the mouse pointer over a time on the timesheet, the tool tip text 

indicates the rounding rules applied (if any). 

An example of how to give a grace time just for the start of the shift is shown here for a 

shift starting at 09:00. 
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Break Band Tab 

 

Break Band Disable: A Break Band has no effect if the 'From' and 'To' times are the same 

(e.g. Break Band 2-4 above). 

Break Band Rate: If the Break Band lies wholly within a programmed Rate Band as defined 

by Overtime-1, the system deducts the break at the prevailing rate. In the case where a 

Break Band overlaps 2 Rate Bands, you can specify at which Rate to deduct the Break. 

Don't Deduct Part Day: Where an employee works only part of a full day, arriving during a 

break, you can choose to pay or not pay the part of the time worked in the break. For 

example, say an employee normally works 09:00 to 17:00 with 1 hour unpaid lunch from 

12:00 to 13:00. If they arrive to work at 12:30, do you wish to pay them 04:00 hours or 

04:30? Tick the box to pay 04:30 (i.e. don't deduct the break). 

Penalty Break: If a Break Band is set up, Paid or Unpaid, and no clocking takes place in the 

break band then the system deducts the Penalty Break. This can be switched off by making 

the Penalty break time "00:00". 

Flexible Break: This tick-box modifies the action of the Penalty Break. If the break is 

clocked the Penalty Break is deducted if longer than the break clocked. 
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As an example, assume: 

Break Band 12:00 to 13:00 

Break Allowed 00:30 

Penalty Break 01:00 

No Rounding 

Start 09:00, Finish 17:00 

'Flexible Break' unticked 

IN OUT IN OUT BASIC Comment 

09:00 17:00   07:00 Break not clocked, Penalty Break of 01:00 deducted 

09:00 12:00 12:20 17:00 07:30 Break of 00:20 taken, deduct 00:30 break 

09:00 12:00 12:35 17:00 07:25 Break of 00:35 taken, deduct 00:35 

'Flexible Break' ticked 

IN OUT IN OUT BASIC Comment 

09:00 17:00   07:00 Break not clocked, Penalty Break of 01:00 deducted 

09:00 12:00 12:20 17:00 07:00 Break of 00:20 taken, Penalty Break of 01:00 deducted 

09:00 12:00 12:35 17:00 07:00 Break of 00:35 taken, Penalty Break of 01:00 deducted 

 

Break Infringements: Infringements are created when an employee clocks OUT Before or 

IN After a Break Band or takes too long a break (Break Overrun). 

Conditional Break: You can make the break be conditional upon the employee being 

clocked IN at a certain time. 

Break Rounding: Rather than rounding the Times a break is clocked, you can round the 

Hours taken in the break. 
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Using the Grace and Round parameters of the Break, which are both in Minutes, you can 

round the actual break taken.  

For example, using 3 minutes Grace and 10 minute rounding, the following results would 

be calculated for the break: 

Break taken  (mins) Deducted (mins) 

up to 10 10 

11 10 

12 10 

13 10 

14 20 

Note: In calculating the Break Taken the Rounded Times are used, so in most cases you will 

need to turn off Times Rounding near the break band so that the clocking times are not 

rounded. 

The Break Rounding selector on the System | System Setup | General tab modifies the way 

the Break Rounding works when the Break is Paid and the Break overruns. 

Consider the following example where: 

Times Rounding is turned off; 

35 minute Paid Break between 12:00 and 13:00; 

Break Rounding 3 minutes Grace, 15 minute Round. 

With System Setup to Break Rounding='Round Break Taken', the Break Taken is Rounded 

first: 

IN OUT IN OUT BASIC Comment 

09:00 12:02 12:39 17:00 07:50 37 minute break rounds to 45 minutes which is 10 minutes 

over 

35 so deduct 10 minutes 

09:00 12:02 12:41 17:00 07:50 39 minute break rounds to 45 minutes which is 10 minutes 

over 

35 so deduct 10 minutes 
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With System Setup to Break Rounding='Round Break Result', the Difference between Break 

Allowed and Break Taken is rounded. This results in the hours worked for the day being a 

multiple of the Round parameter. 

IN OUT IN OUT BASIC Comment 

09:00 12:02 12:39 17:00 08:00 37 minute break is 2 minutes over the 35. 2 minutes rounds 

to 0 so deduct 0 minutes 

09:00 12:02 12:41 17:00 07:45 39 minute break is 4 minutes over the 35. 4 minutes rounds 

to 

15 so deduct 15 minutes 

Break After Tab            

 

Where employees breaks do not fall into precisely defined time bands it may be impossible 

to use Break Bands. In this case the system can apply Break rules after the employee has 

worked a certain amount of time. 

The system provides for four breaks, each with several options which allow you to specify 

how the breaks will be applied. This feature can be used in conjunction with the Break 

Bands. Break Band calculations are applied first, followed by the Break After rules. 

Disable this feature by setting the 'Deduct at Rate' to 0 (default) 
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If the employee does not take a break in the specified period a Penalty Break is deducted. 

In the example above, after 6 Hours, if the employee has not taken a break, 20 minutes is 

deducted. The deduction is made gradually after the 06:00. With the setting above, the 

following timesheet is produced. 

 

So the employee accumulates time up to 06:00, then the next 00:20 is not paid, and after 

06:20, time is again accumulated. 

If the employee does clock for a break, there are 3 options you can select, depicted under 

'Break Clocked'. 

Deduct Longer of 'Allowed' and 'Clocked' 

This deducts any break that the employee clocks. If this is not as long as the Break Allowed 

then the total 'Break Allowed' is deducted. Note that when the Break Allowed is deducted 

it is done so progressively as in the case of the Penalty Break. 

Deduct 'Allowed' as well as 'Clocked' 

In this case, the employee is not expected to clock for a break, so the Break Allowed will be 

added to any break that the employee clocks.  

Deduct 'Clocked' 

This has the effect of not applying a Break and pays the employee the hours worked. Note 

that the penalty Break still applies if the employee does not take a break. 
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Bonus Tab 

 

The Bonus Tab allows you to apply an Attendance or Shift Bonus when this Daily Rule is 

worked. 

For each of the four rules the user can set a trigger point for the total hours worked on the 

shift before the Bonus is paid. Then the Bonus is paid as a number of hours at one of the 6 

rates of pay.  

To set an Attendance Bonus, where time is given for working on the shift, set the 'Hours 

Worked' to 00:00. 
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Exceptions Tab 

The Exceptions Tab is where you can customise how the system generates an Exception on 

hours worked above or below the expected level. 

 

In the example above an Exception is generated is the employee works less than 7 hours, 
or if the employee works more than 30 minutes overtime.  

 

Script Tab 

Ticking the Advanced Daily Rule tick-box on the System Setup | General tab exposes the 

Script tab. 

This allows the writing of Daily Rule Scripts to cover eventualities not possible within the 

Graphical User Interface. 

Please contact Chronologic for help writing Scripts for the system. 
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Work Schedules 
You can find the Work Schedules by using the 

Schedules drop down menu at the top of the screen or 

the T&A link in the bottom left hand corner of the 

screen. 

 

 

Once there you can expand the Work Schedules folder 

if you need to and select the schedule you need to by 

clicking on them. 
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Once you have the basic settings set up for Rounding and 

Breaks the quickest way to create new rules is to Duplicate 

from an existing one. Do this by selecting the Rule you wish to 

duplicate by clicking on it and then use the Duplicate button 

to create a copy.  

Enter a New Short Code and Name and edit any 

values that are different like the Start and End 

Times. Remember to make sure you change the 

Auto Allocate times if you have changed the Start 

Time. See here for more information. 

 

 

Each Employee can be allocated to a Work Schedule on the Rules Tab of the Employee 

screen. 

The Work Schedule allows you to specify how Daily Rules are combined. In the example 

above, if an employee clocks around 08:00 on Monday, they will be put onto the '08:00 to 

17:00 Works A' shift. If they clock around 16:00, they will be Automatically Allocated to the 

'16:00 to 25:00' shift. Allocating an employee to a shift means that the rules for that shift 

(rounding, breaks, overtime etc.) are applied to that set of clockings. An employee's IN 

time must fall within the 'Auto Allocate' time band of the Daily Rule to be selected by the 

timesheet calculation. 

If an employee is scheduled for any shift in the column 'Schedule A', they are expected to 

work that day, and if they do not clock in they are marked as Absent by the system. If they 

can optionally work on a day, put them in columns other than the first column. In the 

example, the employee is not expected to work on Saturday or Sunday, but if they do clock 

IN the system will try to allocate them to the daily Rule '08:00 to 12:00'. 

To clear an employee's Daily Rule, select the Default Rule from the drop down list. 

If the system can't match a clock IN time to a Daily Rule it will put the employee onto the 

Default Daily Rule and flag an Exception. 
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If an employee is not allocated to a Work Schedule or a Rota, they will be put on the 

Default Daily Rule when they clock. 

Rotating Shifts: In the example, a 7 day schedule is specified, i.e. weekly. But you can 

choose any number of days (up to 400) for the pattern to repeat. If you pick a cycle other 

than 7 days, you will be prompted for a date for the pattern to start. 

Offset Employees: In the Employee Screen, once an employee has been assigned a Work 

Schedule, the option to give them an Offset value will appear: 

 

 

This is used to apply the same Work Schedule to employees starting their work period on 

different days, without having to create a new Schedule for each instance. For example, if 

you had a number of staff working a four days on, four days off system, then you would 

give the second group an Offset of 4 days. This will apply the same rules at the same 

relative time. 

Using the example below… 

If you have a three week pattern set up as below, note the start date and where we are in 

the pattern at the moment (the third week, Thu 03 Jan) with earlies, lates & nights. 

The employee in question starts the pattern on Earlies (the first week), then put in an 

offset of 7. You are moving the pattern forward a week based on this week being the 

Nights week and the next week in the rotating pattern being the Early shift, the one the 

employee in question is working. 
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If they are starting on nights on the third week then put 14. From this you can see that the 

offset is based on where in the pattern you are today. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Locations 

You can set the Locations that this Work Schedule applies to so that only the appropriate 

users can see it. Turn this on using the Work Schedule Locations tick box on the System 

Settings/General/General tab. 

 

To use the Cost Centre drop down on this option you need to have Daily Rules that do not 

have specific Cost Centres associated with them. They need to show in the No Cost Centre 

folder in the Tree View. 
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Weekly Rules 
Weekly Rules are adjustments to overtime worked at the end of each week. 

 

Weekly Limit: allows you to pay at a higher rate after a set number hours have been 

worked in the week. 

Weekly Clawback: ensures overtime is not paid until an employee has accrued a minimum 

number of hours at a lower rate.  

Both of these features can be turned off by unchecking the relevant boxes. 

Apply Daily: If you tick this box then the rule will be applied daily allowing you to report 

monthly but still be able to use a weekly rule. Overtime will show later in the week once 

the appropriate number of Basic hours have been worked. 

Weekly Rule Details: This is a free text memo field that is initialised with the date the rule 

was created and by whom. You can use it to record reasons and dates of changes. 

  

Basic/Script Tabs: If 'Advance Weekly Rules' is enabled in System Setup, you will be able to 

set both the Basic Rules described above as well as more complex textual Scripts to cope 

with more unusual scenarios. (Enterprise & Pro only) 
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Flexitime Period Rules 
The system implements any number of Flexitime strategies on the same system. Flexitime 

can be used alongside standard rules for overtime and TOIL. Flexitime Periods can be 

specified as virtually any number of weeks or months. 

Flexitime operates as follows: 

On a daily basis the system uses the Work Schedule to determine which Daily Rule to use. 

It then compares the Daily Rule's 'Flex Deduct Hours' parameter with the actual hours 

worked at RATE 1 to update the Flex Balance. At the beginning and end of the Flex Period it 

applies the rules defined within the employee's Flexitime Rule. Holiday has to be recorded 

at RATE 1 for this to work properly. Holiday can be recorded at another rate if required but 

scripting needs to be added to ensure it is included in the Flexi calculations. 

Extra, Flexitime specific information is shown on the timesheet when an employee works 

flexitime. 

Now set up the Flexitime Period Rules. These 

determine the length of time the period runs and 

starting and finishing adjustments. 

Viewing a typical Flexitime Group definition: 

  

In this example, the period is set for 1 Month. The period is defined as a number of Weeks 

or Months, a month being a calendar month.  
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Common options are, for instance: 

1 week 

4 weeks 

13 weeks (1 'quarter') 

52 weeks (1 'year') – Can be used for Annualised Hours 

1 month 

3 month (1 true quarter) 

12 months (1 true year) 

The start date determines the date on which one period ends and the next begins.  

Start Balance: The system can be set to initialise the Flexitime Balance to a pre-set value at 

the start of the Flex Period.  

Carry Over: At the end of the Flex Period the system can limit the Maximum and Minimum 

Positive and Negative hours balance to be carried over to the next period. In most common 

scenarios there is no carry over in which case all 4 parameters are set to 0 (the default for 

a New rule). But you can decide to allow a part of any accrued balance to be kept. 

Balances During Period: Similarly, and of special relevance when the Flex Period covers a 

lengthy period of time, you may set the system up to maintain the Flexitime balance within 

set limits of Maximum Positive and Maximum Negative hours.  
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Flexitime Period Advanced 

The Advanced Tab allows you to further configure the way the Flexitime Group behaves: 

 

Column Control: You can specify which column on the Timesheet the system uses to 

display its calculations for Flexitime, as well as the text to be shown for the columns' 

headings. The 'Deduct' column is the hours contracted to be worked for that shift for that 

day. The 'Balance' column is the running Flexitime Balance, and the 'Daily' column is the 

balance or delta for the day which is the difference between Contracted Hours and 

Worked Hours.  

Type: You can specify whether the balance is treated as hours 'owed' to the employee or 

as hours 'owed' to the employer. This is the difference between traditional flexitime where 

an increasing balance can be exchanged for time off, and a system of 'Banked Hours' 

where an employee owes so many hours of worked time to the employer in lieu of 

overtime. 

You can specify which Flex information to show on the timesheet and the column position 

in which to show it. 
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Flexitime Daily Rule 

To understand how a Daily Rule is programmed for Flexitime, consider the following 

example: 

Contracted hours: 07:30 hours per day 

Bandwidth: 07:00 – 18:30 

Core Times: 10:00 - 12:00, 14:00 - 16:00 

Flexible Times: 07:00 - 10:00, 12:00 - 14:00, 16:00 - 18:30  

Maximum Lunch Break is 2 hours, Minimum Lunch Break is 30 minutes. 

Set up the Daily Rule as follows and call it FX1: 

Set the Flex Deduct Hours to 07:30. This is the 'contractual' amount of time that should be 

worked on this daily rule. 

Set the Start Time and End Time to define the Core Time: 

Start Time = 10:00 

End Time = 16:00 

This will cause the system to create an infringement if the employee does not work during 

the core time. 
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On the General Tab set: 

Normal Rate = Rate 1 and Flex Deduct Hours to the standard day length. 

 

 

 

 

You can set the Target Hours to cause the system to initiate a 'Target Hours (System)' 

exception if the employee fails to work the amount of time specified by the core time, in 

this case 4 hours. 

 

Next, Programme Lunch as a break of 30 minutes, unpaid, between 12:00 and 14:00. 

  

The Penalty break will subtract 30 minutes if the employee does not clock for the break. 

This can be set to 02:15, for example, if you want to penalise the employee for not clocking 

for lunch. 

Then, set up the Overtime 1 Tab to accrue time during the Bandwidth at Rate 1.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Once you have programmed the Daily Rule(s) you build them into a Work Schedule in the 

usual way. Note that you can have different daily rules making up a flexitime work pattern.  
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In the Work Schedule below different flex rules apply Monday to Thursday to those which 

apply on Friday. Maybe the core time is different or the Flex Target (contracted hours) is 

not as high. Note also that if the employee works at the weekend, another set of rules is 

applied that could, for instance, pay worked hours at standard overtime rates (Rate 2, Rate 

3 etc.). 
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Flexitime Timesheet  

When an employee is allocated to a Flexitime shift the timesheet shows extra information 

relating to the management of flexitime. 

 

The example above shows a timesheet for an employee working on a Flexitime Rule which 

has been called '4 Weekly' and has a period of 1 Calendar Month. The week shown is for 

16th January, the period starts on the 1st and ends on the 31st. 

The columns for rates 4, 5, and 6 have been set up in the Flexitime Period Rule for 'Deduct' 

(The set amount of hours to be deducted as standard), 'Daily' (Daily Balance) and 'Balanc' 

(running period balance). 

Considering the hours for Wednesday: Hours worked is 07:15. Hours Contracted is 07:30 so 

the Daily Balance is -00:15. Added to the previous day's Period Balance of 03:00 becomes 

02:45 

Note that the schedule being used is 'Flexitime Weekdays' which specifies a different rule 

on Friday (FXF) when the employee is contracted to work less hours. Also overtime worked 

at the weekend does not affect the flexi balance. 

The information above the timesheet analyses the figures for the flex period (left hand 

side) and the flex week (right hand side) 
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Shifts over Midnight 
  

Timesheet Depiction of Clockings over Midnight 

The Timesheet shows clocking times grouped together into shifts, with total hours 

calculated for the shift on the same row. This helps to understand how the times make up 

the hours. The timesheet displays clockings for the 7 days of the week, starting with 

whichever day you have set as your Week Start Date. The problem with shifts over 

midnight is that they span 2 days of the week, so the question that arises is which day of 

the week to put the times and totals against - is it the first day or the second day? The 

answer is that you have a choice and you can set it up on an individual Daily Rule basis. 

In reading the timesheet you need to be aware that when, say, Monday has a time of 22:00 

next to it, this could be 22:00 on Monday or on Sunday depending on whether you have 

set the daily Rule to put the hours to the 1st day or 2nd day respectively. The timesheet 

status box (at the bottom) will tell you when you hover the mouse over the time the actual 

date of the clocking so you need be in no doubt.  

With shifts over midnight you have to be extra careful when adding times to the timesheet. 

Because of the reason above, when you click on an empty cell to add a time, the default 

date may not be the one you are expecting. You need to check this and optionally change it 

when you add the new clocking. Don't forget, when you add or edit a clocking you can 

change the Time, In/Out status, Reason and Date. You can click on the previous days In or 

next mornings Out cell to make this easier. 

The timesheet will always display clockings in chronological order.  

With shifts over midnight you need to make use of the tools and indicators available on the 

timesheet to make sure that you get the results you are expecting. 

If you can’t get the clockings to stay on the same line then check out the Maximum Shift 

Length notes below. 
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Working over Midnight 

The choice you make for allocating hours on the Daily Rule to the 1st or 2nd day also 

affects how you set up the Work Schedule. Consider the following Work Schedule: 

 

The Work Schedule specifies a single Daily Rule (WKS3) on which the hours of work are 

from 16:00 to 01:00.  

Note that the Work Schedule specifies the day the hours are allocated to, not the day the 

shift starts. In this respect the day that the hours are allocated to on the timesheet match 

the days on the Work Schedule. 

Daily Rule Hours go to the First Day:  If you programme the Daily Rule to direct the worked 

hours to the First Day, the timesheet will place the 15:53 IN clocking on Monday afternoon 

against Monday on the timesheet. Friday totals (04:30) in the example are highlighted as a 

Target Hours (System) Exception. All clockings correctly allocate to the WKS3 shift. 

 

Daily Rule Hours go to the Second Day: In this case, although the shift starts at 16:00, the 

hours accrued are allocated to the next day. So the Work Schedule above expects the 

employee to start work for the week on Sunday night at 16:00, and the hours for that shift 

would accrue to Monday. Put another way, for hours to accrue to Monday, the employee 

has to clock IN on Sunday afternoon. If the timesheet were calculated with the Work 

Schedule and times above, but the Daily Rule set up to put hours on the 2nd day, we 

obtain the following result: 
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In this case, as the employee did not clock on Sunday afternoon 5th February, he/she has 

no hours for Monday and is marked as Absent on Monday. 

The 15:53 IN time against Tuesday is the clock IN on Monday at 15:53. 

The 15:49 IN time against Friday is a clock IN on Friday at 15:49. Because the employee is 

not Scheduled to come to work on Saturday, there is no shift to autoallocate to and the 

totals are calculated using the default shift for Friday. This means the employee is working 

2 shifts on Friday, WKS3 and DEF and the totals for the 2 shifts combined are put against 

Friday. 

If the employee had been scheduled to optionally work the same shift on Saturday as 

below: 

 

the half day at the end of the week would have been allocated to Saturday: 
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Maximum Shift Length 
If you get a clocking that should be an out but is showing as an In on the same line as a 

previous clocking or the second clocking is showing on the next line then check your Max 

Shift settings. 

These are applied in the following preference order: 

1. System Settings 

2. Clocking Utilities 

3. Employee Screen 

The settings only take effect when the clockings are downloaded or when an edit takes 

place on the timesheet. 

System Settings 

The can be set generally on the System settings screen for all 

employees and then overridden for employees who 

occasionally work longer on their own Rules screen. This is 

useful when maintenance personnel sometimes work longer 

hours but you don’t want to set the general setting higher as 

that can cause issues elsewhere when employees miss 

clockings.  

 

 

 

 

 

Clock Utilities 

Set the option here if you want to override the System 

Settings value for a particular clocking terminal but be aware 

that this will only take effect as the clockings are downloaded. 
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Employee Screen 

Override the setting here for certain employees without 

effecting other employees on the system. 

 

 

 

Note 

If you change any of the values above but the Timesheet stays the same when you refresh 

it, click on the first IN clocking of the day and save that clocking. Then click on it again and 

click on Remove Edit. This sometimes re-orders the clockings and puts them in the correct 

columns without you needing to force them and leave an edit on the timesheet that isn’t 

technically required. Sometimes you will just need to override them manually. 

 

Version Control 

1.1 

How to start with Daily Rules and Workflows 

Version Control 

1.2 

Added more detail about how OT1 and OT2 interact. 

Reordered Flexi Rules setup and added more detail. 


